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(Granted 

This invention relates to a method and ap 
paratus for the manufacture of high quality 
greases by a continuous ?ow process. 
The art of manufacturing high quality greases 

is recognized as a highly specialized phase of 
lubrication chemistry and is fraught with numer 
ous difficulties. The control of sensitive vari 
ables must be closely maintained in order that 
operating conditions can be changed rapidly and 
accurately. 

Continuous processes for grease manufacture 
generally include the successive steps of heating 
an intimately mixed slurry of prepared soap in 
a mineral oil or other base fluid medium to 
achieve complete solution of the soap therein, 
the sudden cooling of the solution thus obtained 
to form a gel, and the mechanical working of 
the gel to a grease consistency. Heretofore, 
both the apparatus and methods employed in 
such processes have in general proven unsatis 
factory when applied to quality grease manu 
facture. 

High-quality greases are critical compositions 
comprising essentially loosely ?occulated disper 
sions of tiny soap crystals in a ?uid medium, the 
size and state of aggregation of the crystals hav 
ing a pronounced effect on the physical proper 
ties of the ?nished grease. A microcrystalline 
soap structure of large inter-crystalline surface 
area is necessary in such a grease to hold the 
?uid phase in equilibrium and prevent its bleed 
ing from the mass. However, none of the known 
continuous or semi-continuous processes for 
making greases are operative to produce the 
optimum microcrystalline dispersion of soap. 
In the preparation of many greases having the 

desired microcrystalline soap structure, the 
transition from hot ?uid to stable gel must be 
accomplished as quickly as possible, since slow 
cooling promotes crystal growth and therefore less 
interfacial area to hold the ?uid. As an aid to the 
desirable rapid transition, the heating step 
should not be carried to a temperature mate 
rially beyond that needed to complete solution 
of the soap in the base ?uid. Further, the cool 
ing should proceed to equilibrium conditions at 
such a rate as to avoid the formation of coarse 
soap granules. 

Accordingly, it is an object of my invention to 
provide a method and apparatus for the manu 
facture of high quality greases, such as lithium 
soap greases, by a continuous process which af 
fords complete control of operating conditions 
at all stages. 
Another object of my invention is to provide 

under the act of March 3, 
amended April 30, 1928; 370 '0. G. 

Ca 

1) 0 

55 

1883, as 
757) 

a method and apparatus for the continuous 
manufacture of greases which method and ap 
paratus create a condition whereby the grease 
is subjected to internal working in several suc 
cessive stages. 7 

It is another object of my invention to pro 
vide a continuous ?ow method and apparatus by 
which it is possible to convert a ?uid grease 
formulation into a stable grease characterized 
by its stability and homogeneity, 
Another object of my invention is to provide 

a simple apparatus for the continuous manufac 
ture of high quality greases, which apparatus is 
characterized by its having a restricted cross, 
section in its heating and cooling sections. 

It is another object of my invention to provide 
an apparatus having heating and cooling sec 
tions wherein essentially film type heat transfer 
occurs and heating and cooling of the composi 
tion occurs at very rapid rates. 
Further and more speci?c objects will in part 

be obvious and in part appear hereinafter. 
My invention, accordingly, comprises the proc 

ess of making high quality greases in continu 
ous ?ow manner, which process includes the 
several steps and the relationship of one or more 
of such steps to each of the others, and the ap 
paratus comprising successive mixing, heating, 
cooling, and working sections which possess the 
features of construction and combinations of ele 
ments exempli?ed in the following detailed dis 
closure. The scope of the invention will be in 
dicated in the appended claims. 
The process is carried out by preparing a ?uid 

grease formulation which consists of the ?uid 
base for the grease having suspended therein the 
soap thickener, a typical one of which is lithium 
stearate, and various balancing ingredients such 
as oiliness, oxidation inhibiting, rust inhibiting 
additives and the like as may be required in the 
?nal grease formulation. The ?uid formulation 
is conducted through successive heating and cool 
ing steps in a continuous flow method in essen 
tially ?lm form, so that the heating and cool 
ing are characterized by being carried out as 
?lm heating and cooling heat transfer opera 
tions. Rather than heating and cooling a single 
large mass of fluid in a vat or conduit, a con 
tinuously ?owing ?uid having a cross section of 
the order of the thickness of a flowing ?lm of the 
base ?uid is subjected to the heating and cool 
ing operations. 
The apparatus in which the process is carried 

out is characterized by structure which main 
tains the ?owing, ?uid, grease formulation in the 
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form of a fast moving ?lm. It is further char- Icoil 38, water being introduced through the inlet 
acterized by being made up of small diameter 40, allowed to pass over and around the coil and 
thin-walled conduits in which the largest diame- leave through the outlet 4 I. This discharge end 
ter is of the order of twice the thickness of a. of the cooling section is connected by a lead 
free ?owing‘?lmoi’ the" base ?uid,’ By employ- 5 througha valved; to a variable speed gear Dump 
ing sauch' vrestricted diameter throughout, and 43, Near this valve junction ‘and alsoat the dis 
maintaining a high velocity of ?ow of the ?lm charge ‘(and 6f the 'pump“ “£33 are connected other 
through the conduits, a precise control is main; sampling tubes 44 and 45, A pressure gage £57 is 
tained at all times Over the temperature of the 'aiso connected at the discharge end of this pump 
?uid, and in addition, the ?uidzvpagftjelllaljb’, in 10 which end is joined to the working section the 
the Cooling Stage Where it is Converted to a- gel; construction of which will be fully described here 
is subjected to internal shearing stresses which inafter in connection with Figure 3. One end of 
impart to it a Certain amellnt O'f Work during" a T junction 49 is connected to the discharge 
the thermal treatment AqqitiQQ?HYe _. s_i_<vi_e_ oftheworking section, the other two ends 
ity of flow of the ?uid through the heating end 15 being connected respectively through a valve 
cooling sections is matched to the heating 'cap'ac-> ' 50 td a {iacuumizjng System 5| and through a 
ity and the cooling eapacityof the apparatus, so pipe 1- 52' to the-intake oi the gear pump as. 

lien is Closely Within a» few degrees of the 013171‘ valve 53 controls'the ?ow of ?nished grease into 
t sectlom _v 20 the take-o?lvtube 54 to ‘th 

of the. a" F’i‘ui’e‘ 2' 'th s 
n will, e13}? rent 6i‘ 

.. . [e1 the .TOIIQL‘W rlgedleteile'i 
disclosure ‘when taken ‘in ‘conjunction with the 
aceompanying/ drawings wherein: .- ' ,i a 

Ffgufel. ‘ ‘ “a c 'd "gram o'f‘an appa 

" 1911; ' v . . _, 

diagram of a second 
11. ,. 

? arac erlstic "Sf‘t'he un , 

,7 A -- into.@iei1iia1iii‘éi513.‘N t. eeeme in the hopper, WHY meal-Self WQJJIQFIIFQting'P‘L 88;“ which are eimleeéieaa 
n._b i. . vTn? o; heheatin ube described equivalent to t‘ 

. PP“? inoeeneei'ti'éefivlib “?gure. l. rough?aet .. aieltsilower elldiiwltlta? maiyri pqriiqnse gimihéii 191; as he. he ting 
PYeSSU-ISLPBQQ; l8_-.,.-Th§ tubes 68 are enclosed in a c 

insulating material‘ 68.v The tubes are. elec li?urupQi-lll. P? eSQuer§i¥1911 ‘MW “w I‘ M ’ ‘ 

tion 29. Jhaheatieaiinitf?»> i A‘ 
tubal-‘t (IL-‘511E unitislmasie- of; t 

appeiatee by . o. qftheiiirespeeti-vé mil-s5. 

soluiiqe; is die-ehareesl, under. > we 
euxe from; theheatine tuiies- into; aiheaiier .14. 

‘ tbrouehl-whiqhit 1S @0119 ed eanotherheadsi‘ 
‘ plurality, °f:.§QQ1m-g; tubes 1?. 

havinethe, sameedimehsious:aethe-heatina tubes 
Eachiofsthe-poqiine tubes .lleie erwasedminialrilrlrv 
divieual. Water-Jacket. lei-which. is?tted; with; a 

' ‘ watereinlet 1.9; and azwatencutlet 8L Jlfhewtér 
inlets‘ Team-fed from a conduit-.8”. .il‘fater. out: 
lets ‘8i discharge "into thwepther conduit the 
water simply, system. The, greasecpmppsition 
discharged. from; the Qoo'fna tubea.‘l"l>intoethe 
heaqeliiliiis niickediuphyarnump; 85 and: fedite 
theeworkine; device Bitvv Fixed mmersportions 9i 
tha?nishedigreaseicbmpositl (may betaken‘ofi‘ 
eensiantlyo t9 theieeentaelee 8,1: through-ea plieset 
ballzcheckvalve"e?ewhileethe larger eo‘rtiofls. of 

anew-Glee. through the .elambine 18$ ‘- to 
e ,lsersiis?iéimime ifbicreyv Rina 'Befei‘e 

the apparatus is placed in operatiom?itiniaji lbe 
evacvuatedithro eh amvalve e10‘; which connects to 

' ' ' umpell. ' . - 

l 1 

tubing in 'theecqqliael ceilais, of thee/am? ares-S 
_ . , b.‘ 

aids I w ‘ ,_ “larg'ééid'ialnw 
iiess meatoneenaatsioe cap 31 ‘which 

hole through its;_ce_r_1ter, "andiatjhe‘ot 
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plurality of small perforations over a central por 
tion‘of a diameter matching the inlet is sand 
rwiched between the ?at surfaces of the ?anges, 
gasketed, and secured ?rmly by the bolts 94 which 
pass through the plate and ?anges and join the 
top and bottom sections. The ?uid conduits of 
the apparatus may be used to connect the work 
ing means with the pump 43 shown in Figure 1. 
With reference to Figure 1, in preparation for 

starting, the system is evacuated by means of 
any convenient pumping equipment 5i. When a 
substantial reduction of the air pressure in the 
system has been accomplished, valve 50 is closed 
and the cold slurry of soap and ?uid, which has 
been maintained in a free-?owing state by means 
of the mechanical stirring apparatus, is pumped 
at a pressure of about 800 pounds per square inch 
into the narrow diameter tubing of the heating 
coil. Here, the accurate control afforded by the 
unique form of heating apparatus employed per 
mits attainment of complete solution of the soap 
crystals in the base fluid medium just as the ?uid 
is discharged from the heating coil. This hot 
solution enters the cooling coil under pressure 
where it is transformed quickly into a semi-rigid 
gel, which gel in its forced passage through the 
cooling coil is worked at least partially to a grease 
consistency by the severe shearing stresses set 
up in the narrow diameter tubing comprising the 
coil. 
The rapid succession of heating and cooling ' 

steps occurring in the heating and cooling sec 
tions of the apparatus minimizes ?re hazards and 
the possibility of oxidation of the hot ?uid base 
and also avoids damage to the soap particles and 
additives in the composition. The rate of ?ow 
through the narrow diameter heating section is 
adjusted so that the total time of heating does not 
materially exceed about 15 seconds when a fluid is 
brought from an ambient temperature of about 
70° F. to a maximum temperature of discharge 
from the heating section of about 480° or 500° F. 
The exact velocity of ?ow through the heating 
and cooling sections therefore will be ?xed by the 
dimensions of the apparatus and the speci?c phys 
ical properties of the base ?uid which ?x those 
dimensions but will roughly approximate about 50 
cubic centimeters per minute in a tube having a 
diameter of about one-quarter of an inch. 
The cool, partially worked grease composition 

is picked up by the gear pump 43 shown in Figure 
1 and pumped into the working section where it 
is worked to the consistency of a ?nished grease 
by being extruded through the finely perforated 
plate. The grease ?rst passing the working sec 
tion is recycled into the gear pump until the 
plumbing associated with this pump and the work 
ing means has been ?lled with grease and a head 
of grease has been built up suf?cient to activate 
the preset ball back valve 53. Then, as grease con 
tinues to be forced out of the working means, 
which acts also as a reservoir for grease, a ?xed 
minor portion is constantly taken off through the 
ball check valve as the ?nished product. The re 
maining grease is recycled into the pump and 
working section. By this method of constantly 
taking off only a small portion of ?nished grease 
and recycling the remaining portion, it will be ap 
parent that each individual portion of ?nished 
grease has had at least several passes through the 
perforated plate of the working section. 
During the process of manufacture, the occlu 

sion of air to form detrimental pockets in the 
?nished grease is substantially entirely prevented 
because of the high pressures employed, and the 
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extensive working to which the grease is subjected. 
Instead of employing the more or less conven 

tional steam or water-jacketed pipe-still heating 
coils set in a furnace heated by coal, gas or oil 
?res, metal tubing, and preferably corrosion re 
sistant stainless steel tubing, of very small diam 
eter and wall thickness is employed and heated 
by an electric current. As seen from Figure l, 
the tubing is electrically connected across the sec 
ondary terminals of the power transformer 33. 
The current flowing through the tubing when the 
primary circuit of the transformer is energized 
produces heat at a steady even rate over the en 
tire length of the coil. The rheostat 34 inserted 
in series with the primary windings of the trans 
former governs the amount of current ?owing 
there and hence, :by normal transformer action, 
governs the amount‘of current induced in the 
secondary windings and ?owing through the heat 
ing section. The rheostat thus serves as an effec 
tive and accurate temperature control of the heat 
ing means. Because the heat is generated di 
rectly and evenly in the tubing walls, and because 
the tubing is of such narrow diameter, substan 
tially instantaneous heat transfer is obtained. 
Furthermore, local overheating or variations in 
rate of heating, both of which are detrimental to 
the attainment of good grease structure, can be 
avoided. Since any given slurry is flowing through 
the heating section at a rate ?xed by the pump 
ing means employed, it is practicable to regulate 
the heating so that the temperature needed for 
complete solution of the soap in the fluid medium 
may be reached close to the discharge end of the 
coil and not be exceeded to any appreciable de 
gree. As stated above, this temperature may for 
certain soaps be as high as from about 480° F. to 
about 500° F.; but in general it will be slightly 
above 300° F. 

Substantially instantaneous heat exchange is 
also afforded in the cooling section by virture of 
the employment of narrow diameter thin-wall 
tubing in its construction. It will be recognized 
by those skilled in the art that this point of con 
trol is very important with regard to the quality 
of grease produced. The solution must be cooled 
so rapidly that the ?ne soap crystals which pre 
cipitate and form the basis of a gel structure do 
not have time before equilibrium is reached to 
grow or agglomerate into the relatively large soap 
granules which permit the ?nal grease composi 
tion to bleed. Furthermore, the solution must be 
cooled at the same rate throughout in order to 
produce a gel structure which is homogeneous 

D throughout. 
My unique cooling means affords the opera 

tional control necessary to the accomplishment of 
these ends. In addition, it provides a means of 
at least partially working the semi-rigid gel to a 
proper grease consistency. As the gel is formed 
in the narrow diameter cooling section, it is 
forced rapidly through the tubing and tan 
gentially against the inner walls thereof at high 
rates of shear. The gel structure is partially 
broken down to produce a composition which on 
leaving the cooling section has a grease texture. 
More extensive working of the grease takes place 
in the working section of the apparatus. 
Because of the high operating pressures and 

the narrow diameter system employed in this con 
tinuous ?ow method of grease manufacture I have 
attained what is essentially a self working system 
which develops high rates of shear substantially 
throughout. In the working section the shearing 
stresses are magni?ed greatly as the grease com 
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positionsv forced tlirou'gh‘the tiiiy- holes at the" 
perforated plate. 

- In’ describing the heating and'cooling‘ sections 
of the apparatus, reference was" made to main~ 
taihing a narrow diameter throughout these two‘ 
sections preferably in the form of a narrow diam 
eter tube which 'created‘a condition of‘?ow-in the 
apparatus which-I" chose to calla forced-?lm‘ 
new. The exact dimensions of the tube, that is‘, 
the tube diameter, are not critical but Shoilld‘be 
of'the order of about two 
the free-?owing ?lm of the base ?uid ‘and terraces 
grease?uids this is less than one-half or- three; 
eighths of an inch; > 

h To simplify a description ‘of my apparatus ‘and 
the operation thereof I have hitherto'spoken of a 
slurry as comprising merely a mixture of soap 
crystals ma base ?uid medium It is to be under 
stood that in- addition to the soap and‘ base ?uid 
constituents there may be present in the slurry 
any ‘of the common balancing ingredients Suchas 
oxidation and corrosion’ inhibitors; oiliness and‘ 
extreme pressure'additives, and polymer thick‘ 
eners. 

'I‘he-particular-soap and other additives are, in 
general, blended with the base ?uid prior to‘ its‘ 
introduction into the‘ apparatus. In other words, 
it is preferred that the compounding of the in 
gredients; including any ‘necessary, chemical re 
actions, occurs outside the apparatus 
Using the apparatus described, and following 

the methods described, instrument greases of I 
high quality having various types of base fluids 
have been prepared by my continuous-process at 
a rate of about 120 pounds 
greases were all characterized by their being 
smooth homogeneous mixtures of a‘base ?uid 
lubricant-with a'metallic soap and, when‘ approe 
priate, various balancing ingredients. Various 
diesters and'othe'r synthetic ?uids such as the sili~ 
cones, hydrocarbon ?uidsyand polyethylene'oxide 
?uids were used as base ?uids; The dispersions 
of ‘the-soap in the grease in all cases werenomm 
gene'cus and no objectionable base ?uid sepaw 
tions occured‘ even after months of standing in_ 
many'cases. Typical formulationsfwhich were 
prepared‘ by the above methods and in the'above' 
d'escribed'apparatus are shown below in the't'abi‘e. 

times the thickness ? of 

per 8 hour day; The‘ i 

10: 

15 

30' 

terials thereby introducing! a desirable factor of: 
safety. Because it is essentiallyviaclosed-system, 
my apparatus may be'usedto-advaiitage inlthe 
manufacture of greases having toXi-c'ingrediehts; 

1, Aeration ‘of the grease produced with the resale 
ant decrease in quality and'in'creasedtendency to 
bleed is'prcven'ted by using ' 
sures‘ throughout ‘the system; ~ 

' lit-willv be apparent that many- modifications 
maybe made in my'invention Without departing 
from the scopethereoi= Accordingly, it'i's desired 
that the’ present disclosure be construed vas ‘illus--~ 
trative 
tion. , r r Y 

_ The'inven'tion described herein maybe manu 
factured and usedb'y‘ or for the Government ofv 

of myinventio'n and not by way oilimita 

the United States of'America for governmental 
.p'unp'oses without the payment of any royalties 
thereon or therefor; 
What is claimed is: 
1; Apparatus for the continuous preparation of’ 

grease comprising a slurry mixing tank, a dis‘ 
charge conduit from‘ said tank, a-high pressure‘ 
pump‘ connected to said discharge conduit, a 
grease heating conduit connected to and elec~ 
trically insulatedv from said high pressure pump, 
an electrical heating circuit connected through‘ 
said grease heating conduit, a heat insulating 
medium surrounding'said grease heating con; 
duit, a grease cooling conduit connected to and 
electrically insulated from said grease'heating 
conduit, a cooling medium conducting jacket 
enveloping ‘said grease cooling conduit, said heat 
i {and said‘ cooling conduits each being of a 
a; meter substantially twice the‘ thickness of a 
free-?owing ?lm or” the base ?uid of the slurry,‘ 
a- second high pressure pump connected to the 
discharge side of said grease cooling conduit, a 
grease Working section connected to the dis 
charge side of said second high pressure pump, 
said‘ grease working section including a finely 
perforated membrane through which the grease 
is forced, and check valved 
means connected to said grease working sec 
tion. 

charge conduit’from said tank, a high pressure 
Table V 

I 
- Parts ‘A.S.T.M. WgtPer wét-e-nlt’er 
No.- Components ,by; Pcnetr‘a- 7 Cent Evan} 

Wgt. tion- IBleeding ration 

2..“ 4—t_cjrtiary-butyI-Q-Dhcnyl-phcnol 0.2 245 2_ 65 0.33' 
(It-Z-ethylheXyl sebacat ‘ > 34.8 ' . . 

di-Z-cthylhexyl adipate 52.0 
. lithium stcarate?ln?r 14.0 I 
{ 4-tertiary-butyI-2-pllenyl-ph 0,2 7 v- H ; 

3__._ sorbitan monoolcate ____ ._ 29 260 3.90 0.98 
'polybutene (MWLIZUOO). ._ ' 1.0 

, did-ethylhexyl scba‘cateuens _____ .i 82.8 

My inventionlthuslprovidesza unique method 
and apparatus for the: continuous manufacture 
of’ high quality" greases, whichzmethodrischarw 
acterized by being: a, , continuous :process ‘of 
forced-?-lm-?ow which works the grease-composi 
tion in, all ‘stages :o'f-=its;rnanufacture.. The ap= 
paratus 'is correspondingly, a narrow diameter, 
self sworking', self =scraping ‘system'in- ‘which high 
rates of shear within theicomposition are ob 
tained. Itv alfordsi close- control of operational 
variables, and reduces the handling of raw mag 

65 

75 

pump connected to said discharge conduit,.a 
grease heating conduit connected. to and elec 
trically insulated from said high pressure pump, 
an electrical heating circuit connected through 
said grease heating conduit,v a- heat insulating 
medium surrounding saidigre'ase ‘heating con- 
duit, a grease cooling conduit connected‘to and. 
electrically insulated from said grease heating 
conduit, a cooling medium conducting jacket 
enveloping said grease cooling conduit, said heat; 
ing and said cooling conduits each being of a 

high Working pres» 

grease discharge’ 

2; Apparatus for the continuous preparation of ' 
grease comprising-a slurry mixing tank, a disi' 
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diameter substantially twice the thickness of a 
free-?owing ?lm of the base ?uid of the slurry, 
a second high pressure pump connected to the 
discharge side of said grease cooling conduit, a 
grease working section connected to the discharge 
side of said second high pressure pump, said 
grease working section including a ?nely perfo 
rated membrane through which the grease is 
forced, a recycling connection between the en 
trance and discharge sides of said grease work 
section, and check valved grease discharge means 
connected to said grease working section. 

3. Apparatus for the continuous preparation of 
grease comprising a slurry mixing tank, a dis 
charge conduit from said tank, a high pressure 
pump connected to said discharge conduit, a 
header connected to said high pressure pump, a 
second header, grease heating means connected 
between and electrically insulated from said 
headers, said grease heating means comprising 
a plurality of individual grease heating conduits 
and an insulating medium through which said 
grease heating conduits extend, an electrical 
heating circuit connected through each of said 
heating conduits in series, a conduit from said 
second header to a third header, a plurality of 
grease cooling conduits connecting said third 
header to a fourth header, individual cooling 
medium conducting jackets enveloping each of 
said grease cooling conduits, said heating and 
said cooling conduits each being of a diameter 
substantially twice the thickness of a free-?ow 
ing ?lm of the base ?uid of the slurry, a second 
high pressure pump connected to the discharge 
side of said fourth header, a grease working sec 
tion connected to the discharge side of said second 
high pressure pump, said grease working sec 
tion including a ?nely perforated medium through 
‘which the grease is forced, and check valved 
grease discharge means connected to said grease 
working section. 

4. Apparatus for continuous preparation of 
grease comprising a slurry mixing tank, a dis‘ 
charge conduit from said tank, a high pressure 
pump connected to said discharge conduit, a 
header connected to said high pressure pump, a 
second header, grease heating means connected 
between and electrically insulated from said 
headers, said grease heating means comprising 
a plurality of individual grease heating conduits 
and an insulating medium through which said 
grease heating conduits extend, an electrical 
heating circuit connected through each of said 
heating conduits in series, a conduit from said 
second header to a third header, a plurality of 
grease cooling conduits connecting said third 
header to a fourth header, individual cooling 
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10 
medium conducting jackets enveloping each of 
said grease cooling conduits, said heating and 
said cooling conduits each being of a diameter 
substantially twice the thickness of a free 
flowing ?lm of the base ?uid of the slurry, a 
second high pressure pump connected to the 
discharge side of said fourth header, a grease 
working section connected to the discharge side 
of said second high pressure pump, said grease 
working section including a ?nely perforated 
membrane through which the grease is forced, a 
recycling connection between the entrance and 
discharge sides of said grease work section, and 
check valved grease discharge means connected to 
said grease working section. 

5. Apparatus for the continuous preparation of 
grease, comprising, a slurry mixing tank provided 
with a discharge conduit, a high pressure pump 
connected with said discharge conduit, a heating 
conduit connected to and electrically insulated 
from said high pressure pump, means for passing 
electric current through said heating conduit, a 
cooling conduit provided with a cooling medium 
conducting jacket and connected to said heat 
ing conduit and electrically insulated therefrom, 
said heating and cooling conduits being of a 
diameter not greater than approximately one 
half inch, a second high pressure pump con 
nected to the discharge side of said grease cooling 
conduit, and a grease working section including 
a ?nely perforated membrane through which the 
grease is forced connected to the discharge side of 
said second pump. 

6. Apparatus of the type de?ned in claim 5 
wherein the worker section comprises two sub 
stantially symmetrical axially apertured ?ange 
members axially aligned with each other, a thin 
perforated metal plate positioned between the 
faces of said member in gasketed relation there 
with and extending across said axial apertures, 
and bolt means holding said ?ange members in 
rigid, face-to-face relationship. 
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